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The explicit determination of the values of Gauss sums is a very classical problem 
and has some rather deep arithmetic consequences in classfield theory. Here we 
study the simpler problem of finding their relative norms. We give a complete deter- 
mination of the relative norms of Gauss sums for norms whose values are known to 
be in an imaginary quadratic extension of the rational field. ’ 1987 Academic Press. 
Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
For a positive integer m > 1, fix a primitive mth root of unity 
i = i,,, = exp(2rri/m) and select an unramified prime 9 in Q(i) lying above 
an odd rational prime p of residue degree f =,f(9). We consider the Gauss 
sum defined modulo :‘B in Q(i) given by 
qx) = 2 x(u) ,+T”PI P 
u mod 2~ 
(1) 
where x(u) is a fixed mth power residue character which is defined modulo 
9. The sum, of course, is over a complete set of reduced residues modulo B 
in 0, the ring of integers of Q(c), and Tr(u) = u + up + . .. + up’-’ mod p is 
the trace from O/9 to Z/pZ. 
The properties of the generalized Gauss sums are well documented [2]. 
It is known that S(x) lies in K(c) for some abelian field K of conductor p 
and [S(x)]” is in Q(i). In particular, we have 
and 
(2) 
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where i? is a full set of residues for a congruence subgroup H defined 
module m, and k the subfield of Q(S) which is fixed by each map IT,,: < --f [’ 
for v in I?. 
Stickelberger’s theorem [2] gives the complete ideal factorization of the 
Gauss sums ( 1) and consequently their relative norms (3). With no loss of 
generality here, it is convenient in describing Stickeiberger’s result to first 
normalize the Gauss sum (1) so that x(u) c u-““~ “jrn mod B. We shall 
henceforth assume that x has been chosen so. 
The Stickelberger element of level m > 1 in the group ring Q[G], where 
G = Gal( Q( c)/Q), is given by 
where flu is the automorphism induced by sending [ -+ [“. Letting - 
denote equivalence of ideals in some extension field, we have from 
Stickelberger’s result that 
(S(x)) - P(“z’. 
To obtain the analogous factorization of the relative norms put 
(5) 
where cr* is the restriction of CJ to the subfield k. Then earn) is the 
Stickelberger element of level m for k/Q and it follows from (5) that 
(N,,;,,,S(X)) - [Npc;)jkw’Jn’). 
In addition, if M’ = w(k) is the number of roots of unity in k, then it is 
known that u’. O,*(m) annihilates the ideal class group of k, although a 
smaller multiple of d:(m) may annihilate the ideal classes which are relative 
norms. 
We assert that the equivalent ideals in (6) are principal in k whenever 
(m, w(k)) = 1. In fact any automorphism of Q(iP, [)/Q(i) multiplies S(x) 
by an mth root of unity and so multiplies N,CC,,KkS(~) by an mth root of 
unity which lies in Kk. Since (m, w(k)) = 1 the only such root of unity 
is +l. Hence NKlr,,Kk S(X) is invariant under the galois group of Kk/k; that 
is. 
NK,;vKk S(x)=a 
lies in k. 
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Our interest in the present paper is to explicitly determine the relative 
norm in(7) when w(k)=2 and m odd (so (W,m)=l). If k is real, then a 
straightforward computation using property (2) yields 
PROPOSITION 1. Suppose m is odd and k is real in (3). Then 
N,,,,,S(+ pf(+~2[k'Q". 
In view of the above proposition, one restricts attention to totally com- 
plex k. We have complete results for the case k is a quadratic imaginary 
field, where the only units are +l. These are discussed in the next section 
and are seen to be a direct consequence of the analytic class number for- 
mulas involving values of L-functions at s = 0. We note that one can expect 
similar results for the relative norm in (3) if k is an imaginary quadratic 
field even when (m, w(k)) # 1. These cases will require more delicate treat- 
ment (see [4]), since the relative norm need not be in k. 
This research was conducted while I was a visitor of the School of 
Mathematics at the University of New South Wales. I would like to extend 
my gratitude to the members of the staff of the School for the kind 
hospitality I received during my stay. May I express special thanks to John 
Loxton who encouraged me to consider this question concerning Gauss 
sums. 
2. THE RELATIVE NORM LYING IN AN IMAGINARY QUADRATIC FIELD 
We shall assume that m is odd and greater than 3 throughout this sec- 
tion and that q always denotes an odd rational prime. 
Under the hypothesis that k is an imaginary quadratic subfield of Q(c,) 
with w(k)= 2, we know from the introductory discussion that the ideal 
norm [NQ(;),k~l (‘am) in (6) is always principal. Our aim here is to deter- 
mine the proper choice of generator CI so that NKtIjIKkS(x)=~ in (7). To 
accomplish this purpose it is convenient to mention the relationship 
between the Stickelberger element and values of L-functions. We recall 
some properties of the Stickelberger element which are, for the most part, 
reformulations of those results in [S] (see also [S] ). 
If r] =C, c,~ is in the group ring CCC] over the complex field C with 
G= Gal(Q([)/Q), we set I(/(q) =CoEG $(a) c, for any character II/ of G. 
Then the Stickelerger element O(m) defined in (4) is characterised by the 
property that 
if $ = eO, the trivial character of G 
for all $ # (clO. (8) 
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Here I$ denotes the conjugate of the character Ic/ and L(s, $, m) is the 
Dirichlet L-function with Euler factors removed for primes dividing m. This 
follows from the analytic fact that for $ # IJ?~, 
L(0, I), m)= -4 f a+(a), 
t,= I 
where the corresponding numerical character (also denoted $) is defined 
modulo m. In particular, if the corresponding numerical character has con- 
ductor d > 1 then, by the properties of L-functions under inflation, 
&Qm)) = $(@d)). n Cl- 444). 4lm Yfd 
(10) 
Here the product is over primes q dividing m but not d, and the 
corresponding numerical character IJ is considered defined module its 
conducter d. 
We now fix a quadratic imaginary subfield k of Q(c) of discriminant -d 
with w(k) = 2. Let $ be the quadratic character (Kronecker symbol) 
associated to k. It is well known [7] that L(0, $, d) = h, the class number 
of k, in this instance. If Jt(p) = 1 suppose 9 lies above the k-prime +Z not its 
conjugate ,&. The factorization of the relative ideal norm in (6) is given as 
follows. 
PROPOSITION 2. Under the above hypotheseis, 
(N 
lf $(p)== -1, 
if $(P)== 1. (11) 
where r = 1 if d and m are divisible by the same primes, otherwise 
r=n y,,n. y , A 1 - rcI(q)L and f is the residue degree of’ 9 in Q(< )/Q. 
Proof: If $(p) = - 1 then N,,,,,,9 = (p)“‘. Since G acts trivially on the 
ideal (p), we find from (8) that 
[N,,;,,,3]fW = (P)w?)iOw(mll = (p)“/4’!w7~~, 
On the other hand, if Ii/(p) = 1 then Ne,;),,k9 = +z’. For convenience, set 
Considering the action of G on fi, we have 
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This expression in turn equals 
(p)” . p-NC@(m))1 
However, the(m)) equals $(Qd)) rIqlm. y I d (1 - $(q)) = -WA ti, 4. r by 
properties (8) and (10). As noted before L(0, II/, d) = h; thus the exponent of 
3 in the above expression is frh. A simple counting argument now yields 
the desired exponent f[d(m)/4- rh/2] for (p). It is easy to see that 
$(m)/4 - rh/2 is always an integer so the ideal norm (11) is principal. 
We now state the main result. 
THEOREM. Under the same hypothesis as in Proposition 2, 
Pte”“‘!4 if $(p)= -1; 





2 if $(p)= 1, 
where a + b( ( 1 + &?)/2) is a generator for 3”’ chosen so that whenever 
r = 1, either 2a + b E -2 or 2 mod d according as m is a prime power or not. 
Proof. Factor m = n 4;’ as a product of distinct prime powers and 
express x = n xi as a product of cyclic components xi of order 4)‘. Reorder- 
ing if necessary, we may assume that qJd. Let 9 be the prime above q1 in k 
and put t = 4’;‘. Then S(x) = xumod d xX1(u) e2nrTr(u)‘p E S(xj,) mod( 1 - [,) 
in K(c), as each t root of 1 is congruent to 1 mod(1 -[,). 
We assert that N= NK,i,,Kk S(x) in k is congruent modulo fi to - 1 if 
m = t, otherwise to 1. We proceed to argue this separately for the cases (i) 
m=t and (ii) m#t. 
Case (i). Here xX1 = 1 since m = t, so S(xj, ) = - 1 and consequently 
N z ( - 1 )@(m”2 mod (1 - i,). However m = t implies d = q1 = 3 (mod 4) so 
that 4(m)/2 is odd. In particular N = -1 mod 9. 







where Gal(Q([‘)/Q) v Gal(kK([‘)/kK) and [K(c): k&i’)] = &t)/2. In par- 
ticular, there is an automorphism c of Gal(kK([‘)/kK) which is induced by 
sending it-i-‘. Hence ~~K~~l~IkK~(~XI)=~kK,if+i~f,~kK(~(~~,)~(~~,))= 
NkK,i,+I~,),kK(pI)=d~cm)‘21”’ b y property (2). Consequently we find that 
N K,i,,KkS(~jI ) equals CpT~(m’i2~(‘)]++(r)‘2 = p’$‘““4. Since NE N,(i,,,,S(~X,) 
mod(1 -i’), we obtain N = p’a(m”4 = 1 mod q as 414(m). 
prime dividing d, this shows that NE 1 mod p. 
As q, was any 
This completes the verification of the assertion. The statement of the 
theorem now follows in a straightforward manner since it is enough to 
determine the sign in (12) modulo fl. Indeed if m # t (so 41&m)), the 
expressions for NKcrjlKk S(x) in (12) are congruent to 1 mod(G) in k. 
This follows since p’- 1 (mod m) and upon observing that 
2a+h bn 
-~ 
2 2 > 
= 1 (modm) 
already implies (2a + b)’ = 4 (mod d) so that 
1 (mod &$ when r> 1 
and hence a power of two. In the case m = t (so d= q, 3 3 (mod 4) and 
r = l), we have fi(m)/4 odd if $(p) = -1, so that the expressions for 
N K,i,,KkS(~) in (12) are congruent to -1 mod fl whether $(p) is 1 or 
-1. 
We conclude with a couple of examples. 
EXAMPLE 1. Here we take m = 7 and consider p = 43 which splits com- 
pletely in Q(c). The prime b = (2 + [) above p lies above 4 = (6 + fl). 
The Gauss sum (1) determined modulo b has relative norm NK,i,IKkS(~) = 
S(x) S(x2) S(x4), where K is the unique cyclic subfield of Q(<43) of degree 
seven. Since x(2) = 2 mm6 = -2 = [ mod(2 + <) in ( 1 ), one explicitly has 
S(x)= i O(v) 
v=l 
where 
E(V) = TrQ~143d& (1 <v<7). 
Since r =.f = h = 1, the theorem yields 
N K(r),X.kS(~)=43(6-J-7). 
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EXAMPLE 2. Consider p = 47 of residue degree f = 4 in Q(iI15). For a 
prime 9 lying above the non-principal ideal /Z = (47, (13 + 3m)/2) in 
k = Q(G). The relative norm (3), of the Gauss sum (1) determined 
modulo 9, down to k is 
4776(24 - 67,/-23)8 
since r=2 and h= 3. Here $” 
24 - 67m. 
is principal and is generated by 
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